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Scriptural Literacy Only? Rhetoric in Early Christian Papyrus Letters* 

 

Anastasia Maravela 

Dept. of Philosophy, Classics, History of Art and Ideas, University of Oslo 

anastasia.maravela@ifikk.uio.no 

 

1. Introduction 

The stylistic and rhetorical aspects of private letters transmitted on papyri from Egypt have 

been the subject of a fair number of scholarly studies from Koskenniemi’s seminal 

monograph of 1956 to recent studies which explore either the rhetorical organisation of 

private letters in general or the style and rhetoric of certain, particularly interesting 

specimens.
1
 It is hardly surprising that ancient letter-writers, especially when their letters 

conveyed important or sensitive requests, wielded rhetorical tools to enhance the efficiency 

of their appeal and thus the probability of success. Christian letter-writers are no exception in 

this regard. One of the principal rhetorical means in their correspondence is ‘embedded 

Scriptural discourse’, i.e. quotations, introduced as such or not, of identifiable passages from 

the Old and New Testament and formulations which echo Biblical passages.
2
 Biblical 

citations, quotations and echoes form part of matrices of narrative and argumentation in the 

everyday correspondence between Egyptian Christians, just as they do when they are 

embedded in epistles with literary ambition. 

This article falls into two parts. The first part presents the preliminary edition of a new 

Christian letter on papyrus, and analyses its rhetorical features including the use of embedded 

Scriptural discourse. The second part attempts to shed some more light on the much 

discussed topic of Scriptural citations in early Christian papyrus letters and argues that in 

some early letters which incorporate Scriptural citations or quotations the form of which 

diverges from the transmitted text, the embedded Scriptural discourse has been adapted with 

an eye to the situation faced or discussed by the letter-writer and is reshaped in a creative 

manner to better serve the letter-writer’s purpose. 

 

2. A New Christian Letter with Embedded Scriptural Discourse 

The papyrus collection of the University of Oslo Library includes a hitherto unpublished 

letter of unknown provenance, the most interesting feature of which is that it contains 

embedded Scriptural discourse, more specifically a quotation from the Epistle of James and 

perhaps also two echoes of Old Testament passages. P.Oslo inv. 1481 is a letter from a 

monastic brotherhood, spearheaded by the Apas Isidoros and Moses, to a recipient, scanty 

                                                 
* I thank Christian H. Bull, Ágnes T. Mihálykó and the anonymous reviewers for constructive suggestions that 

helped improve this article in points of both form and content. I also thank my colleague Nick Allott for 

checking the English. 
1
 See Koskenniemi (1956); another early study is Zilliacus (1956). For recent approaches see Koroli (2016) 127-

202 (general study of Greek papyrus letters as acts of communication) and the more focused studies Fournet 

(2009) 46-56, Papathomas / Koroli (2014). 
2
 The terminology employed in discussions of the topic is not absolutely consistent. The comprehensive 

designation ‘embedded Scriptural discourse’ which I will be using in this article is closer to Tonio Sebastian 

Richter’s term ‘wiederholte Rede’ (adopted from Coseriu), see Richter (2008
2
) 142 and n. 556. I also adopt the 

distinction between ‘citations’ and ‘quotations’, i.e. marked and unmarked embedding of extraneous discourse 

respectively, see Choat (2006a) 268 and Blumell (2012) 210 and 218. 
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remains of whose name may be preserved in the address on the back. The senders of the letter 

plead on behalf of a debtor –his name, perhaps ending in -       , is partly legible in l. 4– who 

is unable to repay a debt amounting to one solidus. The palaeographical features of the hand 

place the letter in the fifth century, perhaps its first half. It thus offers an early testimony for 

monks in the role of mediators in secular affairs.
3
 The text of this remarkable letter reads as 

follows: 

 

P.Oslo inv. 1481
4
    H. 30  x W. 17.8 cm 

P.Oslo inv. nos. 1437-1503 were purchased from Maurice Nahman (Cairo) in September 

1934. Inv. 1481 has been reconstructed of two fragments which join at ll. 16-18 (the joins are 

indicated by |). The left part of the sheet is severely damaged, so that line beginnings are 

missing except for at ll. 14-17. The lower margin is missing but l. 32 is probably the final line 

of the letter. 

→  

Fr. A  1                                          

 .........                                  

[.........]   .      ἱ ἅ             ἐ   (   )  χ   (   ). 

..[.....]...           θ                      

5 [  ῖ  ...  ]       ῖ         ἑ ὸ     [ ]          ὰ   

  ὸ    ὴ   χ   [ ]    ὐ ὸ  ὥ              ὴ         

[...]....  .   ὸ     (ύ   )                  Φ  - 

[β     ]      β  θ  ὥ        χ        ὐ- 

[   .....  ]        .  ἰ  ὲ               

10 [ ὴ      ]      ό     ὐ    ὴ     χὴ        

[ἑ ὸ     ]          .  ὐ   ὲ   ὰ        χ  .[..] 

[.........]     [.]        ὰ   ἰ     ἱ β     .[..] 

[.........]   ὸ   ἰώ      ό   . ἡ  ὰ       [    ]    

          [   ὴ]                 .   [ ]       [ ]    - 

15       ὴ                            ὸ [ ]      [ ] 

Fr. A+B                 ἰ  ὼ  ὅ    ὐ  ἐ                  |    

Fr. A+B      ὰ                              [......]|    

Fr. A+B   [.]..  ..        |      [    ] ἐ θό       ὸ   

Fr. B    [    ἶ  ]    ὐ  ῖ  ὅ      [ ] χ     ὐ   

20 [.......]         ὰ   ὸ   (ύ   )   [  ]     ὰ   ὺ          

   [.......]           ὲ   ὰ  [ ]ὴ          

   [.......].  ..   [ ]       ὴ                  ό - 

   [     ὐ  ]  ὴ[    ] χὴ     ὰ  ὴ            

   [......].[.]      [ ] [ ]    ψ      ῇ             

  25 [....].    ὅ       ῖ   ὸ                    

   [         ]               ἰ           ξ      

   [   ὰ    ]                           
\
   

/
   ὸ      

\
ὸ

/
[ ] 

                                                 
3
 ‘Mediation’ refers to monks’ engagement in secular affairs as negotiators and helpers of individuals in need, 

see Kotsifou (2014) 530-540. Their role as spiritual fathers and intercessors through prayer is referred to in 

scholarly literature as ‘intercession’, see Rapp (1999) and Vivian (2004). 
4
 What is presented here is a preliminary edition which incorporates supplements –included in round brackets in 

the translation– which will be accounted for in detail in the commentary of the edition proper which will appear 

in the forthcoming volume P.Oslo IV.  
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                       ῖ  ὸ           ἐ    ..      

      ......        ἐ               . ἐ  ὼ           ἐ   χ       

       30 [.........]....[.  ]ὺ [                           

          ὺ  ἐ                        ’       . ἐ    θ      

                                     ὐχό   θ  ἐ     (        ἱ             . 

                          χ  ϼ  5 l.                       8 l.    χ         9 l.              11 l.              

19 l.    χ       0 l.      ...              30 l.         ῖ            

«To the beloved and highly esteemed brother | (NN), Apa Isidoros, Apa Moses | (...) and the holy 

brethren greet you in the Lord. | (...)genes came and implored |
5
 the brothers about the one solidus, 

because | he does not have it, in order that you act charitably | (...) the Lord and send word to 

Phoi|bammon the manager so as to forgive him | the (debt of the one) solidus. Or else, act |
10

 

charitably, return to him the receipt for | the one solidus. For nothing were (= are?) (...) | For these (or: 

such/so many?) are (...) | (...) the eternal place. «For judgment| will be without mercy to anyone who 

has shown no mercy». Therefore(?) act |
15

 charitably and do what is | fitting knowing that there is no 

capital(?  | from your charity most (...  | when the brothers came to | (you, you told?  them (that  “I 

release him (...) |
20

 (...) either for the Lord or for the holy | (martyrs?/ fathers?/ saints?) but above all 

for the sake of the fitting | (Christian love?/philanthropy? ”. (...  act charitably and return | the receipt 

to him but do not neglect the matter | (as?) we (...) outlined/cancelled(?) for your love.|
25

 (The 

Lord/God?), because you do a fitting thing | and an act of charity and peace, will guard you | (along 

with) your brother and the members of your family from every | (evil) and will extol your name (on 

heaven as) on earth(?). I(?), Paul the humble, |
30

 (greet you) together with your beloved brother | (and 

all your family members?) by name. Strength | in the Lord we wish you, (we) the brothers(?)». 

An arresting feature of this letter of monastic mediation, in addition to the embedded 

Scriptural discourse and the nearly calligraphic hand of the scribe, is a remarkable degree of 

rhetorical dexterity. In order to convince the recipient to forgive the debt the senders employ 

emotional language (l.                 ), remind him of his own words on the matter in direct 

speech (ll. 19-22) and, above all, impress the central point of their argument, that the creditor 

should demonstrate Christian love/charity (     ) towards the debtor, at the level of form 

through verbal repetitions of this key-theme: l. 1                , l. 6 ὥ              ὴ  

      , ll. 9-10         |  ὴ          , ll. 14-1                     |      ὴ             , l. 17    ὰ 

                  , l. 22             ὴ          , l.                 ψ      ῇ            , ll. 25-26 

    ῖ   ὸ                    |                 , l.  0                         . Equally 

noteworthy is the persistent employment of phraseology at the interface between secular 

economy and Christian ethics, which translates the creditor’s financial interests into Christian 

thinking. This operation starts in the opening address with the combination of the adjectives 

      ό  and     ώ     , which is otherwise relatively rare in papyrus letters,
5
 and continues 

through the use of forms of the verb    χ     ‘to forgive’, applying to both sins and debt (l. 

8     χ      , l. 19       χ   ), and of the adjective        , meaning ‘morally right/fitting, 

moderate, temperate’ and ‘proportionate’ (ll. 1 -16          ὸ              |             , ll. 

21-            ὲ   ὰ     ὴ          |  .......  and l.    ὅ       ῖ   ὸ                    . The 

expressions  ὐ  ἐ                      |    ὰ                    in ll. 16-1  and              ψ     

                                                 
5
 The combination of       ό  and     ώ      is attested in a handful of fourth and fifth century letters 

addressed to highly respected individuals, in particular monks and clerics (P.Lond. VI 1917. ll. 1-2; P.Lond. VI 

1929. ll. 1 and 21; P.Neph. 3. l. 1; P.Neph. 4. l. 1; P.Neph. 5. l. 1; P.Neph. 14. l. 10 and P.Prag. I 100. l. 1). The 

sequence                       is unique. The reverse order is attested in P.Prag. I 100. ll. 1-3, while the 

authors of the letters to Nepheros opt for asyndetic syntax. 
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 ῇ             in l. 24 also set up Christian morality against secular economy, if the 

restorations proposed are tenable.
6
 

Loss of the text due to physical damage of the papyrus makes it difficult to be sure exactly 

what contributions to the rhetorical matrix of the letter are made by the quotation from the 

Epistle of James, Jas 2.13a-b, in ll. 13-1  (ἡ  ὰ             |               ὴ                  , 

«For judgment will be without mercy to anyone who has shown no mercy»)
7
 and the 

immediately preceding allusion to Tob  :6 (ἐ    ξ        θ                    ἤ    ἰ   ὸ  

 ἰώ      ό    B 0 , A 0 :   ό   ό      ἰ   ὸ   ό     ὸ   ἰώ     01 א, «command so that I 

may be released from need now and cross over to the eternal place» / «release me and let me 

cross over to the eternal place»)
8
 in ll. 11-12 or, at the very least, echo of Scriptural language 

in the expression  ὸ   ἰώ      ό   .
9
 At any rate, the mention of ‘the eternal place’ and the 

warning about the merciless final judgement of those who failed to show mercy in this life 

indicates that the argumentative strategy of the letter-writers at this point is to apply harder 

pressure on the creditor by reminding him that, should he fail to show mercy towards the 

debtor, he risks eternal punishment after death. 

Jas 2.13a-b is not among the passages quoted frequently in early Christian literature. In Greek 

it is embedded in chapter 9 of the sermon                      («Concerning the 

concubines»), ascribed to Basil of Caesarea, in a context where those who indulge in female 

company are warned of God’s merciless judgement (PG 30.824A). The only instance of this 

quotation in a context that to a certain extent matches the theme of the present letter comes 

from the correspondence of the Egyptian ascetic Isidore of Pelusium, whose lifetime partly 

coincides with the time of the Oslo letter. In a short letter transmitted as I 492 (= PG 78, 

449C)
10

 Isidore chastises a certain bishop Eusebius for withholding distributions to the poor 

with the following words:   θ , θ   ά   , ὡ  ἡ   ί      έ         ὴ    ή           ,  ὐ  ἐ  

          ί    ό          , ὧ   ὐ ὸ    ὺ     χ ὺ          ῖ ,    ὰ     ἐ       ἰ  ί  , 

ὧ  ἑ    ί    ὴ     ά          ῖ θ   χ      ῖ  («Be aware, excellent fellow, that 

“judgment will be without mercy to anyone who has shown no mercy”, not only on account 

                                                 
6
 The latter expression would have a double meaning, «as we outlined to your love» and «as we cancelled the 

debt for your love», exploiting the monetary semantics of the verb       ά   (see LSJ s.v. III and PSI I 6 . l. 

15) and at the same time alluding to the role of the monks as intercessors for humans before God.  
7
 The translations of Scriptural passages are from the New Revised Standard Version of the Bible, Metzger and 

Murphy (1989) unless otherwise stated. 
8
 The translation of this passage is mine. The other famous Old Testament locus of the expression is Isa 33.14 

           ἱ ἐ  Σ ὼ        ,    ψ       ό      ὺ     β ῖ .             ῖ ὑ ῖ   ὸ   ό     ὸ   ἰώ    ; («The 

lawless in Zion are in uproar; trembling will seize the impious. Who will give you tidings of the eternal 

punishment?»; translation is mine). However, the context in the Book of Tobit where in 2.1  Tobit’s wife 

confronts him with the question      ἰ     ἱ ἐ      ύ         ἱ       ύ       ; («Where are your acts of 

charity? Where are your righteous deeds?») when he suspects her of illegal possession of goods has more 

affinities with the situation in the Oslo letter. 
9
 In ll. 11-12 a reconstruction compatible with the topic would be  ὐ   ὲ   ὰ          (l.  ἱ  χ   |[    ] («for loans 

were nothing»). It rests on the assumption of scribal error ( , l.  ἱ) –an inherently problematic operation when 

the context is uncertain– and sounds strained in the absence of the modal   , unless the historic tense is 

understood as gnomic («for loans are nothing»). An argument in favour of restoring a noun in plural (such as  ἱ 

χ   |[    ]) at this point is that the wording of the new clause starting in l. 12 with         ὰ   ἰ     ἱ etc. vel 

sim., strongly signals the presence of a feminine noun in plural in the previous clause as referent of the pronoun 

      . In ll. 12-13 the letter-writer may have incorporated an allusion to the Book of Tobit, if the text is restored 

e.g. as         ὰ   ἰ     ἱ β     θ    ]| [    ύ      ἰ    ὸ   ἰώ      ό    or, taking into account the available 

space,         ὰ   ἰ     ἱ β     θ    ]| [ἡ     ἰ    ὸ   ἰώ      ό   . In the latter case we are dealing with an echo, 

i.e. the use of a Biblical expression with known denotations ( ὸ   ἰώ      ό    = the place of eternal rest). On 

echo in Christian papyri see Harris (1975) 156-157 and Choat (2006b) 77-79. 
10

 On the numeration of Isidorus’ letters in the manuscript transmission see Évieux (19   . 
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of external donations which you deprive the poor of, but also on account of your failure to 

share willingly your private means».)  

Closer thematically to the Oslo letter are the Coptic citations of Jas 2.13a-b. In chapter 29 of 

the sermon On Riches ascribed to Peter I of Alexandria (300-311 CE), which belongs to a 

part of the work (chapters 20-29) that comments on the New Testament story of the rich man 

Nineve and Lazarus (Luke 16.19-31),
11

 the rich man is apostrophized with Jas 2.13a-b 

formulated as a question: ⲱ ⲛⲓⲛⲉⲩⲏ ⲉⲓⲉ ⲙⲡⲉⲕⲥⲱⲧⲙ ϫⲉ ⲧⲉⲕⲣⲓⲥⲓⲥ ⲟⲩⲁⲧⲛⲁ ⲧⲉ ⲙⲡⲉⲧⲉⲙⲡϥⲉⲓⲣⲉ 

ⲙⲡⲛⲁ («O Nineve, have you not heard what is written that “the judgement is merciless for the 

one who did not show mercy?”»).
12

 The other Coptic work which incorporates Jas 2.13a-b is 

the Life of Apa Aaron of Philae, the composition of which has been placed by recent 

scholarship to the period 491 to 700 CE.
13

 The episode in which the quotation is embedded is 

also a narrative of monastic mediation: Apa Aaron is visited by a poor man who cannot pay 

back his debt and risks losing his vineyard to his creditor (ch. 109). Aaron lets the man stay 

overnight and prays for him (ch. 110-111). The next morning the creditor arrives in haste. He 

has been afflicted by blindness and, as he has heard that the debtor who he dismissed the day 

before had resorted to Apa Aaron for help, he has surmised the reason for his affliction (ch. 

111-114). The creditor forgives the debt, and Apa Aaron heals him after he has administered 

the due admonitions including the following (chapter 112 = BL Or 7029, p. 94, ll. 14-15): ⲛⲁ 

ⲙⲡⲉⲓⲙⲁ ⲡⲁϣⲏⲣⲉ ⲧⲁⲣⲟⲩ|ⲛⲁ ⲛⲁⲕ ϩⲙⲡⲕⲉⲙⲁ ⲉⲧⲉⲕⲛⲁⲃⲱⲕ ⲉⲣⲟϥ | ⲛⲁⲛⲟⲩⲥ ⲛⲁⲕ ⲉⲧⲣⲉⲕϣⲛϩⲏⲧⲕ 

ϩⲁⲡϩⲏ|ⲕⲉ ϫⲉ ⲛⲛⲉⲧⲙⲏⲧⲉⲃⲓⲏⲛ ⲛⲛⲓⲛⲉⲩⲏ | ⲡⲁⲧⲛⲁ ⲧⲁϩⲟⲕ ⲉⲃⲟⲗ ϫⲉ ⲧⲉⲕⲣⲓⲥⲓⲥ ⲟⲩ|ⲁⲧⲛⲁ ⲧⲉ 

ⲙⲡⲉⲧⲉⲙⲡⲉϥⲉⲓⲣⲉ ⲙⲡⲛⲁ («Be merciful in this world, my son, and you will be shown mercy in 

the other world, where you will be going. It is good for you to have compassion on the poor 

so that the misery of merciless Nineveh will not become yours. For “judgement is merciless 

for the one who has not shown mercy”»).
14

 Certain details in the episode from the Life of 

Apa Aaron are reminiscent of the situation in the Oslo papyrus letter: the problem is inability 

to repay debt; the debtor resorts crying to a monk (Aaron) and asks for his mediation; the 

monk cites Jas 2.13a-b while warning the rich of the eternal punishment. On the other hand, 

the explicit evocation of the New Testament story of the rich man and Lazarus nods towards 

(Ps.? Peter’s On Riches. Given the uncertainties surrounding the authorship and date of On 

Riches, it would not be prudent to assume direct connections between the sources, although 

the coupling of the New Testament story and the citation link the two Coptic works. More to 

the point, the passage seems to have been a favourite in Egyptian Christianity when the topic 

of wealth divorced from mercy was touched upon. Given the wide circulation of the 

quotation in Christian literature from Egypt it may even be conceivable that the monks who 

wrote the Oslo letter drew the quotation not directly from the New Testament but from an 

intermediary, a work or context similar to the ones discussed above which addressed the 

moral use of wealth. 

                                                 
11

 Chapters 14-29 belong to the part of the sermon which is addressed to the rich (chapters 14-54). Pearson and 

Vivian (1993) 26 consider the chapters as part of the original Petrine core of the work but this is a mere 

hypothesis, see Richter (1996) 375. The date and authorship of the work are also highly uncertain. 
12

 Pearson / Vivian (1993) 53 (Sahidic versions), 74 (Bohairic version: ⲱ ⲛⲓⲛⲉⲩⲏ ⲙⲡⲉⲕⲥⲱⲧⲙ ⲉⲫⲏ ⲉⲧⲥϦⲏⲟⲩⲧ 

ϫⲉ ⲡⲓϩⲁⲡ ⲟⲩⲁⲑⲛⲁⲓ ⲡⲉ ⲙⲫⲏ ⲉⲧⲉ ⲙⲡⲉϥⲓⲣⲓ ⲙⲡⲓⲛⲁⲓ) and 108 (translation in which the Bohairic extra elements 

appear in italics). In the Bohairic version the citation is signalled clearly by means of ⲫⲏ ⲉⲧⲥϦⲏⲟⲩⲧ, whereas 

ⲙⲡⲉⲕⲥⲱⲧⲙ ϫⲉ in the Sahidic versions is a more discrete marker of citation. 
13

 Dijkstra (2007) 196-197; Dijkstra (2008) 227-231. 
14

 The translation is by J.H.F. Dijkstra and J. Van der Vliet. I thank J.H.F. Dijkstra for generously sending me 

this part of the forthcoming edition of the Life of Aaron. 

A digital image is available in http://www.bl.uk/manuscripts/Viewer.aspx?ref=or_7029_f001r. To access the 

page choose ‘fol.   r’. 
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The last passage in the Oslo monastic letter which incorporates Scriptural language, ll. 28-29 

             ῖ (l.         ῖ    ὸ           ἐ    ..  |  ......        ἐ                also occurs in an 

uncertain context. The lack of clarity arises first and foremost from the loss of the verbal 

subject, which probably occurred at the lost beginning of l. 25. Nor is it easy to restore the 

double prepositional expression at the end of l. 28 and the beginning of l. 29.
15

 The most 

likely hypothesis regarding the subject of the clause is that it is ‘God’. The passage seems to 

hold out a promise in the spirit of SB XVI 12474. ll. 11-12 (6
th

-7
th

 cent. CE; unknown 

provenance  in which ‘God’ is the verbal subject:           (l.          , or        <  >    

 ὰ      β   ὡ  ὅ       ῖ    (l.     ῖ       ʼ  ὐ      θ ὸ        ἅ     ἡ       ὴ  | 

       ί      ὑ    (l. ὑ ῖ       ἐ          ἰ        ἐ    ῖ  ἐ      ί    («[I am] convinced 

that God will return to you both in the present life and in heaven exactly as many charitable 

acts as you perform»).
16

 The writers of the letter resort to Scriptural modes of expression, 

especially favoured in the Greek Old Testament, echoing perhaps more closely Gen. 12.2 

(God to Abraham                 ἰ   θ              ὐ                        ὸ       

             ὐ     ό  («I will make of you a great nation, and I will bless you, and make 

your name great, so that you will be a blessing»).
17

 The promise that God will enhance the 

creditor’s reputation is a rhetorically expedient denouement that serves to close the letter on a 

positive note and creates an anticipation of forthcoming reward which balances the 

threatening notes inserted in the earlier part of the letter (ll. 12-13) by means of the Scriptural 

echo and quotation. 

 

3. A Rhetorical Perspective on Embedded Scriptural Discourse 

The emergence of this letter provides the opportunity to revisit the much discussed topic of 

embedded Scriptural discourse in papyrus letters from the early centuries of Christianity in 

Egypt. Citations, quotations and echoes of Scripture in papyrus letters have attracted 

scholarly interest thus far from several points of view:  

a. As indicators of a letter-writer’s adherence to the Christian faith. 

b. When the Christian belief of the letter-writer is certain, as indicators of the Scriptural 

literacy of the correspondents, i.e. of their Old and New Testament readings and their degree 

of familiarity with the foundational texts of Christianity. 

c. As textual witnesses testifying to the form in which the text of the Old and the New 

Testament was known to early Christians. In particular when Scriptural passages in private 

letters diverge from the transmitted text, scholarly interest has focused on the reason for the 

divergence. Recovery from memory or recovery from a source now lost are considered to be 

the most likely reasons for textually divergent citations and quotations.
18

  

                                                 
15

 Restoration suggestions: ἐ      ὺ   |   ἰ            ἐ           [    or ἐ      ῖ   |   ὐ    ῖ /  ὐ(     ῖ  ὡ          ἐ         

  [    . Both have some problematic sides, for which see the commentary ad loc. in the forthcoming edition. 
16

 Compare also the closing wish in P.Abin. 19. ll. 24-27 (ca 325-    CE, Philadelpheia       | θ( ὸ         ῖ (l. 

       ῖ           ὸ   ὴ  ἐ   |   ύ    (l. ἐ   |   ύ                ψ  (l.    ψ ῖ      ἰ |  ὰ  ί  ζ     (l. 

  ί ζ      («may God reward you for your charity and exalt you to the higher spheres»). 
17

 Other Scriptural passages in which the verb      ύ   governs      , but are less likely intertexts, are: Ps. 

34.       ύ      ὸ   ύ      ὺ  ἐ   ,/     ὑψώ       ὸ        ὐ    ἐ    ὸ  ὐ ό («O magnify the Lord with 

me, and let us exalt his name together»); 2 Sam. 7.25- 6           θὼ  ἐ ά     ,        θ ί   ὸ     ά     

ἕ    ἰ     («Do as you have promised. Thus your name will be magnified forever»  and Acts 19:1      

ἐ     ύ      ὸ              ί         («and the name of the Lord Jesus was praised.») 
18

 Naldini (1968) 54-55; Harris (1975); Tibiletti (1979) 115-116; Horsley (1982) 154-158; Pickering (1999) 

136-138; Epp (2004) 26-27 and 44-49; Choat (2006a); (2006b) 74-83; Kim (2011) 63-66; Blumell (2012) 208-
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Malcolm Choat’s balanced remarks illustrate the complexity of the issue: «Even where a 

scriptural quotation is probable, only rarely does it form a close parallel to the texts of the 

New Testament and the Septuagint as now extant. This is a function partly of modern source 

criticism, which produces texts that do not correspond to any one version that ever existed; 

the text as quoted may have stood in some lost manuscript. More importantly, it is highly 

likely that these phrases are being imperfectly remembered (or intruding subconsciously?) 

from an oral context whether Church service or a more informal occasion; it is less probable 

that they are copied from an actual text».
19

  

The present article attempts to add an extra dimension to the discussion by arguing that in 

some cases the situation faced or addressed by a letter-writer or his/her petitionary agenda (if 

the letter conveys a request) may have had a shaping influence on the form of the Scriptural 

discourse cited resulting in modified citations and quotations. If this is so, it may be fruitful to 

examine the verbal form of the embedded Scriptural references in papyrus letters (as well as 

in other types of documents with a persuasive agenda, most notably petitions)
20

 with an eye 

to the rhetorical situation and with the letter-writer’s purpose or general situation in mind. 

I will attempt to illustrate the creative adaptation of Scriptural discourse in private 

correspondence first by revisiting the Scriptural citations in P.Lond. VI 1915, a letter from 

the early fourth cent. archive of Apa Paieous/Pageous.
21

 Its author is a certain Herieous 

whose aim is to secure material assistance for the wine-seller Pamonthis who had fallen on 

hard times and was divested of everything, including his children, by his creditors (ll. 16-28 

and P.Lond. VI 1916. ll. 10-18). Herieous embeds Scriptural discourse at three places in his 

letter, at ll. 3-5, l. 9 and ll. 13-16.
22

 Two are marked as citations by means of the formulas 

«the divine word bids us» (l.               έ      ἡ  ῖ    θ ῖ    ό   ) and «remembering the 

blessed apostle who says» (ll. 13-1       | έ                      ί           ό         έ       (l. 

 έ      )) respectively. As has been noted already, none of the Scriptural passages that have 

been proposed as sources for ll. 3-5 and 13-16 match Herieous’ words exactly. Bell 

comments on P.Lond. VI 1915. l. 3: «Probably the reference is not to any single text of 

Scripture but a general recollection of New Testament teaching», while Choat considers what 

follows P.Lond. VI 1915. l. 14 as «a general reflection of apostolic advice culled from a 

number of sources».
23

 

While it is certainly true that the passages reflect general New Testament teaching, it might 

be worth observing in detail how the letter-writer’s version relates to the possible Scriptural 

source-passages. 

                                                                                                                                                        
236 (for Oxyrhynchus); Mathieson (2014) 70-101 (in women’s writings . Koroli ( 016  1   n. 174 comments 

briefly on the practice of citation/quotation/echo of literary texts in private letters in general. 
19

 Choat (2006b) 79. 
20

 The function of Scriptural citations in petitions from the archive of Dioscorus of Aphrodite has been studied 

by Papathomas (2000) and Dijkstra (2003). Interesting from the present point of view is the remark of 

Papathomas (2000) 499: «Spontane und nicht von den Rhetorik bedingte Verwendung neutestamentlicher 

Elemente ist selten, aber doch vorhanden». The rhetoric of petitions has been explored by Fournet (2004) and 

Papathomas (2006).   
21

 This bilingual archive (Greek and Coptic), connected to the central figure of Paieous/Pageus of the Melitian 

monastic community at Phathor in the Upper Cynopolite, comprises documents from the 330s published by H.I. 

Bell in 1924 as P.Lond. VI 1913-1922 and SB Kopt. III 1310-1313, ed. princ. Crum (1927). For general 

discussions see Bell in P.Lond. VI, 38-45, Goehring (1993) and Hauben (2002).  
22

 All noted by Bell in the commentary. See also Choat (2006a) 269-270, 284, 288 and 290. 
23

 Choat (2006a) 269. 
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 1. P.Lond. VI 1915. ll. 3-5 

       ῖ [  ......     θ                           
24

 

β   θ ῖ                έ      (l.                ἡ  ῖ    θ ῖ    ό        ,  ά      

  ῖ        ῖ  ἡ     

«...the divine word bids us to assist everyone who has fallen in (not enviable?) misfortune, 

above all our brothers.» 

Of the possible source-passages noted by Bell,
25

 Gal 6.10 is remarkably close in terms of 

both content and wording. 

Gal 6.10         ὡ      ὸ   χ    , ἐ   ζώ  θ   ὸ    θὸ    ὸ   ά    ,  ά       ὲ   ὸ  

  ὺ   ἰ  ί         ί       

«So then, whenever we have an opportunity, let us work for the good of all, and especially for 

those of the family of faith.» 

The passage concludes the part of the Epistle to the Galatians, which exhorts the Christian 

brothers to bear each other’s burdens, moral and other (Gal 6.1-10). In this closing 

formulation the addressees are first urged to do good by each and every person 

indiscriminately. Then a  ά       ὲ-subclause singles out a select group, the members of the 

household-in-faith, as especially worthy beneficiaries. Herieous’ formulation replicates the 

structure of the Pauline intertext. His statement also consists of a generalised exhortation of 

assistance (β   θ ῖ    ...       which is then narrowed down to a particular group by dint of a 

 ά     -subclause. However, those Herieous and Paul regard as worthy of aid are different, 

as Herieous choses them with an eye to the situation of the subject of his letter, Pamonthis. 

Thus, his first and broader group of aid-worthy individuals, which substitutes Paul’s   ὸ  

      , is «everyone who has fallen in ... misfortune» (   ῖ [  (...                        | 

(...       . Herieous turns his reader’s attention right from the outset to the group to which 

Pamonthis also belongs. The select group of particularly aid-worthy individuals according to 

Herieous, ‘our brothers’ (  ῖ        ῖ  ἡ    , ostensibly corresponds to Paul’s second group 

(  ὺ   ἰ  ί         ί      . However, in view of its reference group, those in misfortune, it 

turns out to be even narrower as it singles out from among those who have fallen in 

misfortune only ‘our brothers’. In a world which still included both pagans and Christians 

who might suffer financial or other forms of hardship Herieous’ message is ‘sectarian’, as it 

stresses the particular obligation to Christians to assist their fellow-Christians in need.
26

 One 

might even take a further step in this direction and suggest that Herieous replaces the Pauline 

  ὺ   ἰ  ί         ί     , which would have been perfectly serviceable for his purpose, by 

  ῖ        ῖ  ἡ    because his sense of belonging encompasses a particular Christian group, 

the Melitians, and not all ‘brothers-in-faith’.
27

 Whether this is so or not (in which case the 

Pauline turn of phrase is simply replaced by a simpler, perhaps more current term), the noun 

     ὸ  has a bridging function and enables Herieous to transition to the narrative part of his 

letter and tell of the troubles of ‘our brother Pamonthis’ (ἐ    ὴ            ὸ  ἡ  (  
 
etc).

28
 

The upshot of the discussion is that the passage should still count as what it presents itself as, 

                                                 
24

 The ed.princ. restores the preposition ἐ  in the lacuna but this is unnecessary in view of       ά     < ὐ>     

(l.   ῖ  { }   χ ύ         |   ὼ  in ll. 6-7. 
25

 Gal 6.10 and 1 Tim 5.8. 
26

 The use of (fictive) sibling language in early Christianity (with emphasis on the Pauline epistles) and its 

possible replication of expressive modes in professional and religious associations have been discussed recently 

by Harland (2009) 63-81 with references to earlier treatments of the topic. 
27

 On the strong sense of brotherhood of the Melitians see Bell in P.Lond. VI, p. 72. 
28

 Inspection of the original shows that the final nu in the pronoun has the form of a stroke above the line, as in 

ll. 18 and 22. 
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a citation,
29

 albeit one that has been adapted to the context of its use and serves to bestow 

apostolic sanction on the letter-writer’s topic, the dire circumstances of a ‘brother’ and the 

duty of the other ‘brothers’ to offer assistance. 

Of the proposed intertexts of ll. 13-16, also all Pauline,
30

 three appear sufficiently close in 

theme and/or wording:
31

 

2. P.Lond. VI 1915. ll. 13-16                                             

        βά    θ   ὐ        - 

 έ                      ί           ό         έ      
32

 (l.             ὺ  

  θ                ὴ             ὐ   ό         ἐ     ῇ  ί    (l.         

   ὰ        ἐ      ῖ        ῖ  (l.        ῖ        άξ    

«...help him [sc. Pamonthis] recalling the blessed Apostle who said not to neglect the weak, 

not only in faith but also in secular affairs» 

Rom 14.1  ὸ   ὲ   θ         ῇ  ί            βά   θ ,  ὴ  ἰ       ί                 

«Welcome those who are weak in faith, but not for the purpose of quarreling over opinions»  

Acts 20.    ά    ὑ έ   ξ  ὑ ῖ  ὅ    ὕ                ῖ        βά   θ         θ   ύ    , 

       ύ            ό           ί         ὅ    ὐ ὸ   ἶ    “   ά  ό  ἐ               ό    

ἢ    βά    ”. 

(Paul addresses the Ephesian presbyters) «In all this I have given you an example that by such 

work we must support the weak, remembering the words of the Lord Jesus, for he himself 

said, “It is more blessed to give than to receive”» 

1 Thess 5.1  (…                ὲ ὑ   ,       ί,    θ   ῖ     ὺ    ά     ,       θ ῖ θ  

  ὺ  ὀ    ψύχ   ,    έχ  θ        θ    ,      θ   ῖ     ὸ   ά    . 

«And we urge you, brothers, to admonish the idlers, encourage the fainthearted, help the 

weak, be patient with all of them» 

Rom 14.1 deals specifically with spiritual assistance in cases of feebleness of faith. In Acts 

20:35 and 1 Thess 5.1  Paul speaks of   θ         and   θ   ῖ  in very general and open 

terms. Herieous’ reworking of the Pauline intertexts has two noteworthy features: it maintains 

the thematic element ‘weakness of faith’ of Rom 14.1 (which is his primary intertext since, 

given that Pamonthis does not suffer from lack of faith, Herieous had no reason to refer to 

faith in the first place  but modifies it by means of an  ὐ  ό    ...    ὰ    -formulation. 

Thus, the network of those in need of assistance is expanded to include «also those who are in 

a position of weakness in their wordly affairs». This is exactly the position of the subject of 

his letter, Pamonthis. He is neither unsteady in faith nor weak in a general and abstract 

manner but is in dire straits financially. What is more, Herieous’ formulation «help him 

remembering that the blessed Apostle said  (modified  citation » replicates Paul’s speech-act 

in Acts 20.35 «we must support the weak, remembering the words of the Lord Jesus, for he 

                                                 
29

 Pace Choat (2006a) 270 who opines that «The citation in P.Lond. VI 1915. ll. 3-5 gives it a status in this 

discussion it might otherwise not have, for it is not the intention here to discuss the quite natural appearance of 

Christian sentiments, which ultimately nearly all have their origin in the New Testament». 
30

 The editors of P.Neph. have noted the predilection of this monastic community and correspondents for the 

Epistles to Timothy in particular, see P.Neph. p. 70 n. 3. 
31

 See Bell’s comment on ll. 14-16. Jas 5.14 refers specifically to the care of ailing persons. 
32

 Retention of  έ       would make the addressees say what echoes the words of Paul, keeping him in mind 

(«...help him [sc. Pamonthis], keeping in mind [sc. you] the blessed Apostle, saying [sc. you] not to neglect the 

weak, not only in faith but also in the secular affairs»). This is a less attractive construction of the passage since 

the active form of      with the infinitive has the meaning ‘to command’, ‘to exhort’. This meaning applies 

better to the speech-act of Paul (‘who commands/exhorts’) than to that of the addressees who, if they were the 

subject of  έ      , would utter a statement rather than an exhortation. 
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himself said [citation]». The affinity between the passages is close also at the level of 

wording:     βά    θ   ὐ   corresponds to        βά   θ         θ   ύ    , while 

      έ                      ί           ό         έ       (l.  έ        echoes        ύ           

 ό           ί        . As Paul cites Jesus, so Herieous cites Paul in an attempt to bestow 

on his exhortation and request of financial assistance for Pamonthis authority that goes back 

to Paul and ultimately, via Paul’s words, to Jesus’ sanctioning of giving in Acts  0.35 (ὅ   

 ὐ ὸ   ἶ    ‘   ά  ό  ἐ               ό    ἢ    βά    ’ . Apparently a citation which 

contains a citation is rhetorically more efficient. In light of the above, Herieous’ use of 

Pauline citations emerges as conscious and creative. He has a high degree of familiarity with 

the Pauline intertexts, both in content and form.
33

 All the same, his citations are ultimately 

moulded by rhetorical exigencies, the needs in argumentation raised by the situation at hand. 

Another epistolary context in which the letter-writer’s situation is likely to have affected the 

form of the embedded Scriptural discourse is P.Oxy. VIII 1161 (4
th

 cent.), ll. 4-  ὅ       ὗ    | 

 ά     β    θή      ἡ        ώ    ,  ῇ ψ χῇ,    ⟦    ( ύ      ⟧ |   ( ύ      («so that they 

all [sc. God and Jesus] help our body, soul and spirit»). What is crucially significant for the 

order which the members of the triad body-soul-spirit receive in this letter is that foremost in 

the female letter-writer’s mind is her bodily suffering, as her ensuing words clearly show, ll. 

7-11        έ         ψ  |                    χ      ά|    ὴ      έ         |    ἐ      

  ί       , ὅ    ά|         (l.          χ  («I wrote these words to you although I am 

gravely ill, unable to get off my bed because I am in a dreadful state»). The precedence given 

to the body in her version of the triad may therefore be due to her physical suffering and not 

originate necessarily in external sources. This entails that the question of how the letter 

relates to 1 Thess 5.         ό       ὑ     ὸ            ἡ ψ χὴ      ὸ        έ      ἐ  

 ῇ       ίᾳ        ί   ἡ          Χ           θ ί  («and may your spirit and soul and 

body be kept sound and blameless at the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ»), to the liturgy 

(where the picture is still fluent but the tendency seems to be towards a tripartite reference to 

soul-body-spirit under the influence of the Liturgy of St. Mark) or to other sources may not 

be the right question to ask in this case or may even be impossible to answer.
34

  

Among the letters of the Meletian archive SB Kopt. III 1310. ll. 2-8
35

 contains another 

interesting example of embedded Scriptural discourse. It is part of a eulogising string of 

adjectives and relative clauses which are in apposition to the name of the recipient of the 

                                                 
33

 The same holds true for the allusion to Tit 2.13 in P.Lond. VI 1915. ll. 8-10 ὥ       ὡ       (l.        ἰ  ῖ  

    ’|   θ              ί   ἐ  ί    ἡ            |θ     («so that he  sc. the debtor  was forced to lose –so 

to speak– our ‘blessed hope’» . Herieous moderates the allusion by means of the formulaic expression ὡ       

(l.        ἰ  ῖ , as he is probably aware that in its original context, Tit  .1        χό       ὴ       ί   ἐ  ί   

    ἐ   ά           όξ          ά    θ                ἡ    Χ             («while we wait for the blessed 

hope and the manifestation of the glory of our great God and Savior, Jesus Christ»), the expression refers to 

something altogether different, the anticipation of Christ’s second coming and the final judgement. On an 

alternative reading the expression signals the citation («so that he [sc. the debtor] was forced to lose –to cite the 

word [sc. of the Scripture]– our ‘blessed hope’» . 
34

 The hypothesis that P.Oxy. VIII 1161. ll. 6-7 echo 1 Thess 5.23 was advanced by Harris (1975) 157 and 

rejected by Epp (2004) 25 n. 63 and 26-27 n. 69. Blumell (2012) 224-225 prefers the liturgy as the source for 

the sequence in the papyrus letter. The sequence soul-body-spirit of the Liturgy of Mark is first attested in P.Ryl. 

III 465 (VI), and became standard in the Egyptian rite, see Brightman (1901). The Pauline order (spirit-soul-

body) is attested in P.Berol. inv. 13415 ii. ll. 16-17 (V). P.Monts.Roca inv. 155b. ll. 8-9 (IV) and P.Oslo inv. 

1665. l. 18 (VII-VIII) have the order body-soul-spirit, while in O.Crum 6v (VI-VII) the relevant passage is 

partly lost. It then seems that, while there is already a triad, the order of the members is not yet fixed. The 

liturgy of Basil has only soul and body in the earliest manuscript (VII), while the later ones add the spirit. I 

thank Ágnes T. Mihálykó for advice on the topic. 
35

 P.Lond. inv. 2724. Ed.princ. Crum (1927) 19-20 and pl. X. 
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letter, Paieous, presumably mentioned at the end of l. 1 which is broken off. The sender, 

Timotheus, praises Paieous as: 

ⲛⲣ ⲙⲙⲁⲓ  ⲥ [ⲟⲛ] ⲛ [ⲙ]ⲁⲓ   ⲓⲕⲁⲓⲟⲥⲩⲛⲏ  ⲛⲣ ⲙ .ⲧ ⲏ ...ϣ [ ca. ? ]  

ⲉⲧⲫⲟⲣⲓ ⲛ [....]ⲧ ⲥ ⲡⲉⲧϩⲁϥⲕⲱ ⲛ [ⲥ]ⲱϥ ⲛ ⲛⲁ ⲡⲕⲟⲥⲙⲟⲥ ⲉϥϭⲱϣⲧ ⲉⲛⲁ ⲛⲉⲛ ⲡⲏⲟⲩ- 

ⲉ ⲡⲉⲧϩⲁϥ ⲕⲱ ⲛ ⲥ]ⲱϥ ⲛ ⲛⲉⲧϣⲁⲩⲧⲁⲕⲟ ⲉϥϭⲱϣⲧ ⲉⲛⲓⲁⲧⲧⲁⲕⲟ ⲡⲉⲧⲧϩⲉϥⲓⲟ ⲛ ⲙⲟϥ 

5 ⲛ ⲛⲉⲧⲥⲏϣ ⲉⲣⲟϥ ⲉⲧⲃⲉ ⲡϫⲓⲥⲉ ⲧⲉ ⲛⲉⲙⲡⲏ[ⲟⲩ]ⲉ ⲡⲉⲧⲕⲱ ⲉⲃⲟⲗ ⲛⲉⲛ ⲛⲟⲃⲉ < ⲛ >ⲛⲉϥϣⲏⲣⲉ 

ⲉⲧⲃⲉ ⲧⲙⲉⲧⲛⲁⲏ[ⲧ] ⲛ ⲧⲉ ⲡⲛⲟⲩⲧⲉ ⲡⲉⲧ ⲕ [ⲱ] ⲉⲃⲟⲗ ⲛⲉⲛⲡⲁⲣⲁ[ⲡⲧⲱ]ⲙⲁ < ⲛ >ⲛⲉϥⲥ ⲛ [ⲏ]ⲟⲩ  

ⲉⲧⲃⲉ ⲡⲓⲥⲁϣϥ ⲛ  ϣ ϥⲉ ⲛ ⲥⲟⲡ ⲡⲉⲧⲕⲱ ⲉⲃⲟⲗ ⲛⲉⲧ’ⲉⲣⲟⲟⲩ ⲛ ⲛⲉϥϩⲗⲟⲩⲓ ⲉ ⲉⲧⲃⲉ ⲡⲥⲉ- 

ϫⲉ ⲛ ⲡⲉⲩⲁⲅⲅⲉ[ⲗⲓⲟ]ⲛ  

2-3 l. ⲛⲉⲙⲡⲏⲟⲩ|ⲉ (cf. l. 5)  5 l. ⲛⲧⲉ? 

«... brother-loving, righteousness-loving, (...) | who bears/wears (...), who has renounced 

worldly things, looking toward things heavenly, | who has renounced things that perish, 

looking toward things imperishable, who humbles himself |
5
 before those who are unworthy 

of him because of the height of heaven, who forgives the sins of his children | because of 

God’s mercy, who forgives the trespasses of his brethren | because of the seventy-seven times 

who forgives the debts of his servants because of the wo|rd of the Gospel».  

Parts of this eulogising string correspond fairly accurately to or echo passages from prayers 

and from the Old and New Testament.
36

 However, their full significance and function are 

revealed only retrospectively in light of ll. 10-14. There Timotheus begs Paieous to forgive 

him for a lie which he had told and which was unveiled right before his departure. Timotheus 

attempts to explain his behaviour as a result of ‘human shame’, i.e. timidity and reluctance to 

admit his error:  

ll. 8-11: ⲧⲉⲛⲟⲩ ϭⲉ ⲉⲓ ⲥϩⲁⲓ  ⲛⲁⲕ ⲉⲓ ⲡⲁⲣⲁⲕⲁⲗⲉⲓ ⲛ ⲙⲟⲕ’ ⲉⲧⲃⲉ | ϫⲉ ⲁⲓ ⲉⲓ ⲉⲃⲟⲗ’ ϩⲓ ⲧ[ⲟ]ⲧⲧⲕ’ ⲉⲕⲙⲟⲕϩ 

ⲛ ϩⲏⲧ’ ⲉⲧⲃⲉ ⲡϭⲟⲗ’ ⲉⲧⲉϩⲁⲓ ϫⲟⲥ ⲧⲉⲛⲟⲩ ϭⲉ ϯⲧⲁⲙⲟ | ⲛ ⲙⲟⲕ ϫⲉ ⲛⲉϩⲁⲓ  ϫ ⲟⲥ ⲁⲛ ⲉⲓ ⲙⲉⲟⲩ[ⲉ] 

ⲉⲡⲕⲣⲟϥ ⲁⲗⲗⲁ ⲧⲁⲓ ϫⲟⲥ ⲉⲧⲃⲉ ⲡϣⲓⲡⲉ ⲛⲧⲙⲉⲛ|ⲧⲣⲱⲙⲉ  

«So now I write beseeching you. For when I left you, you were grieved because of the lie I 

had told. So now I tell you that I did not say it intending deception but because of human 

shame/timidity».  

Whereas some of the introductory predicates in ll. 2-8 may be viewed as the usual epistolary 

compliments in the sevice of captatio benevolentiae, the emphasis on love, moral superiority 

and forgiveness in this part paves the way for Timotheus’ personal request for forgiveness. In 

particular the author’s ulterior motive sheds new light on the formulation ⲡⲉⲧⲧϩⲉϥⲓⲟ ⲛ ⲙⲟϥ | 

ⲛ ⲛⲉⲧⲥⲏϣ ⲉⲣⲟϥ in ll.  -5, which partially rephrases Sir 25.8c          ... ὃ   ὐ  ἐ  ύ       

   ξ   ἑ     , the Sahidic version of which reads ⲛⲁⲓ ⲁⲧ ϥ  ... ⲙⲛ  ⲡⲉⲧⲉⲙ ⲡⲉϥⲣ ϩⲙ ϩⲁⲗ 

ⲙ ⲡⲉⲧⲥⲏϣ ⲉⲣⲟϥ («blessed is the man ... who has not served the one who is unworthy of 

him»).
37

 In the LXX version a man’s blessedness is associated with his having avoided the 

state of serving ( ὐ  ἐ  ύ       / ⲡⲉⲧⲉⲙ ⲡⲉϥⲣ ϩⲙ ϩⲁⲗ) a person of inferior worth. Timotheus 

substitutes ⲡⲉⲧⲉⲙ ⲡⲉϥⲣ ϩⲙ ϩⲁⲗ with ⲡⲉⲧⲧϩⲉϥⲓⲟ ⲛ ⲙⲟϥ and thus paints a picture of Paieous as 

willing to humble himself before unworthy persons –a state which is positive from a 

Christian point of view and compatible with the attitude that Timotheus hopes to be met with, 

but diverges from the LXX version which only rejects the state of servitude to an unworthy 

master. The implication of the rephrasing is more far reaching than simply portraying Apa 

Paieous as a true Christian who shows humility. Since in the light of what follows the 

(morally) unworthy person is the letter-writer Timotheus, Paieous is implicitly invited to 

behave toward Timotheus in accordance with the eulogy. Scriptural discourse serves to 

                                                 
36

 ll. 3-  ≈ P.Berol. 1  1 r. ll. 29-31; ll. 4-  ≈ Sir   .8c (11); ll. 6-  ≈ Matt 18.22; ll. 7-8 ≈ Matt 6.12 or perhaps 

Matt 18.23.  
37

 Thompson (1908) 160. On the Coptic versions of Sirach see Feder (2008). 
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convey the letter-writer’s hopes and expectations about how the recipient will behave towards 

him without naming them explicitly and with reference to the forgiveness which Timotheus 

attempts to elicit from Paieous.
38

 

On the other hand, embedded Scriptural discourse does not always serve a purely persuasive 

purpose, especially when nothing is at stake between the correspondents and the letter does 

not convey an important or sensitive request.
39

 In these cases Scriptural excerpts are 

employed to invest the letter-writer’s statements with higher authority, i.e. to enhance and 

authorise praise bestowed on the recipient, or simply to show off the letter-writer’s 

knowledge of the Christian authoritative texts. An example is P.Lond. VI 1921, another letter 

to Apa Paieous.
40

 In it the embedded Scriptural discourse forms part of a string of «pious 

compliments» of which much of the first part of the letter consists (ll. 1-18). The first citation 

(ll. 12-1  ≈   Tim 2.4) reinforces and elaborates the description of the recipient as “a soldier 

of Christ” who is elevated above the affairs of this world 

ll. 9-14: ⲉⲛⲣ ⲁ
\
ⲩ

/
ⲧ ⲛ ⲕⲉϣⲏⲙ | ⲉ

\
ⲧ

/
ⲃⲉ ⲡⲉⲕ[ⲥⲙⲁ]ⲧ ϩⲱⲥ ⲉⲕⲟ ⲙ ⲙⲁⲧⲁ ⲉ ⲓ ⲡ

\
ⲉ

/
  ⲥ  | ⲕⲁⲧⲁ ⲑ[ⲉ 

ⲛ ⲧ]ⲁⲡϫⲁⲉⲓⲥ ϫⲟⲟⲥ ϩⲙ ⲡⲉⲡ ⲁ ⲛ  (ed. princ., l. ⲡ ⲛ ⲁ ?  ϫⲉ | ⲙⲁⲣⲉⲗⲁ[ⲁⲩ ⲉ ϥⲟ ⲙ ⲙⲁⲧⲁⲉⲓ ⲧⲁϩⲣ 

ⲙ ⲛⲛⲉϩ|ⲃⲏⲟⲩ
\
ⲉ

/
 ⲛ ⲧ[ⲉ ⲡⲃ]ⲓⲟⲥ  

«We are glad a little because of your manner of life, since you are a soldier of Christ. As the 

Lord said in the ... ‘No one serving in the army gets entangled in everyday affairs’».  

The second citation (ll. 13-1  ≈   Tim  .6) exploits the image of the husbandman who enjoys 

the fruit of his labour to introduce the promise that Apa Paieous also will savour the outcome 

of his spiritual labour, which presumably springs from distance from worldly affairs  

ll. 13-14: ⲁⲩⲱ ϫⲉ ⲡⲟⲩⲁⲉ ⲓ ⲉ ⲉⲧϩⲁⲥⲉ | ⲡⲉ ϣⲁ [ϥϫⲓ ϩ ⲙ ⲡⲉϥⲕⲁⲣⲡⲟⲥ ⲛ ϣⲁⲣⲉⲡ  ⲉ ⲛ |ⲡⲓⲥⲧ[ⲉⲩⲉ ⲁⲣⲁ ϥ 

ϫⲉ ⲥⲉⲛⲁϫ ⲱ ⲕ ⲁⲃⲁⲗ ⲛ ⲧⲉⲉⲓ|ϩⲉ· ⲁϩⲟ [ⲩⲛ ⲉⲟ]ⲩⲁⲛ ⲛⲓⲙ· ⲉⲧϩⲁⲥⲉ  

«and ‘it is the farmer who does the work who ought to have the first share of the crops’. We 

believe him that thus it shall be fulfilled toward everyone that labours».  

Finally, in ll. 17-18 (ⲁⲩⲱ ⲉⲛⲣⲁ
\
ⲩ

/
ⲧ | ⲉⲧⲃⲉ ⲛ ⲥ [..] ⲧⲉⲕⲣⲁⲫⲏ ⲅⲁⲣ ϫⲱ ⲙ ⲙⲁⲥ ϫⲉ ⲟⲩⲁⲛ | ⲛⲓⲙ 

ⲉ<ⲧ>ⲣ ⲡ[ⲓⲥ]ⲧⲉⲩ ⲁⲣⲁϥ <ⲛ >ⲥⲉⲛⲁϫⲓ ϣⲓⲡⲉ <ⲁⲛ> «And we are glad because of ... For the 

Scripture says, “No one who believes in him will be put to shame”») the letter-writer cites a 

passage from Paul (Rom 10.11  έ     ὰ  ἡ     ή            ύ   ἐ ᾽  ὐ    ὐ 

      χ  θή     , translated into Sahidic as ⲟⲩⲟⲛ ⲛⲓⲙ ⲉⲧⲡⲓⲥⲧⲉⲩⲉ ⲉⲣⲟϥ ⲛ ϥⲛⲁϫⲓϣⲓⲡⲉ ⲁⲛ) in 

which Paul cites Is 28.16 (           ύ   ἐ ᾿  ὐ    ὐ  ὴ       χ  θῇ . Like Paul the letter-

writer anticipates that, as a true soldier of the faith, the recipient will savour the result of his 

spiritual labour and distance from this world and be delivered at the time of judgement. Once 

again the double citation enhances the authority of the anticipated salvation.
41

 All three 

citations contribute to a tightly knit rhetorical web with the aim of praising, pleasing and 

                                                 
38

 The rhetorical dexterity of this letter with its elaborate captatio benevolentiae has been noted by Camplani 

(2015) 142-143, who has suggested that writers with the ability to write Coptic as elaborately as Timotheus may 

also have been able to produce literary compositions in Coptic. 
39

 On the types of private letters not conveying a request see Koroli (2016) 257-263. 
40

 The ed.princ. also allows for the possibility that the letter was sent by Paieous. Choat (2006a) 280 n. 47 

argues that Paieous is the recipient mentioned in the heading and the address. 
41

 See the discussion of the citations from a textual critical point-of-view in Choat (2006a) 272. I think, 

however, that he is not right when he states a propos ll. 17-18: «one might consider this a quote of the Old rather 

than the New Testament». In my view the Pauline passage is picked for citation not only because of its message 

of salvation at the day of judgement (on which see Moo [1996] 659) but also because Paul employs citation in it. 

Compare P.Lond. VI 1915. ll. 13-16. It would appear that New Testament passages that cite other passages have 

double argumentative force when cited. 
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expressing deference to the recipient.
42

 The Scriptural intertexts are rhetorically efficient in 

their original form and are therefore employed without modification.  

 

4. Conclusion 

In this article I have argued that it is worth paying close attention to the rhetorical features of 

early Christian private letters on papyrus, such as P.Oslo inv. 1481, a preliminary edition and 

rhetorical analysis of which occupies the first part of the article. Early Christian writers of 

private letters made skilful use of the appropriate rhetorical means to achieve their ends (debt 

cancellation, forgiveness for moral transgressions, etc.) no matter how trivial their everyday 

affairs or how modest their rhetoric may appear when compared to literary products.   

The use of embedded Scriptural discourse in everyday correspondence is also governed to a 

certain extent and in certain contexts by rhetorical requirements. Scriptural passages in 

papyrus letters –whether marked (citations) or unmarked (quotations and echoes), in the form 

in which they are known from the manuscript transmission or in a somewhat altered form– 

invariably contribute to the rhetoric of the specific context into which they were inserted. 

Scriptural citations, quotations and echoes in letters which convey a petition or simply 

communicate praise or neutral information to the recipient partake in matrices of persuasive 

and encomiastic rhetoric. Unpacking the rhetoric and its relation to the situational context 

may open up new insights about the form which the embedded Scriptural discourse assumes 

and may as a consequence reveal letter-writers with a particularly creative attitude towards 

the Scriptural discourse, as the correspondents of Apa Paieous Herieous and Timotheus who 

adapt the Scriptural text to their persuasive purposes, not unlike what more prominent and 

better documented Egyptian Christians like Besa and Dioscorus of Aphrodite do.
43

 When the 

wording of a Scriptural passage cited or quoted in private correspondence and in similar 

writings deviates from the manuscript transmission and reflects closely the situation faced by 

the letter-writer so that it buttresses his/her petition more efficiently than the transmitted 

version, there might be grounds to assume that the Scriptural intertext(s) have been modified 

to serve the letter-writer’s persuasive agenda. 

This in turn has repercussions for the question of the value and use of these materials in the 

textual criticism of the Old and New Testament as well as of their status and reception among 

the early Christians.
44

 Citations or quotations which have been adapted to the situation which 

a letter-writer himself/herself faces or with which he is concerned on behalf of a third party 

should not serve as direct textual witnesses of the text of the Old and the New Testament 

known to early Christian readers. They are nonetheless extremely interesting as testimonies 

to the status, attitudes to and reception of the Bible among early Christians in Egypt, since 

they disclose a lively interaction of Egyptian Christians with their sacred texts, a creative 

Scriptural literacy.  

                                                 
42

 Note the tightly-knit train of thought: ll. 2-6 «I give thanks to God because of your ... ( ϯϣ ⲫⲙ ⲁⲁⲧ  

ⲧⲙ ⲡⲛⲟⲩⲧⲉ | ⲉ
\
ⲧ

/
ⲃⲉ ⲡⲉ  ⲕ.... , because you are a man most blessed (ϩⲱⲥ ⲉⲛⲕⲟⲩⲙⲁⲕⲁⲣⲓⲟⲥ | ⲙ ⲙⲁ ⲧⲉ...) and 

zealous in your good(?) works (inspired) of God (ⲁⲩⲱ ⲉⲕ ⲣⲁⲩ ⲧ  ⲉⲛⲛⲉⲕ|ϩⲃ ⲃⲏ ⲟⲩ ⲉⲧⲛⲁ ⲛⲟⲩ ⲛ ⲧⲉ ⲡⲛⲟⲩⲧⲉ)». 

ⲙⲁⲕⲁⲣⲓⲟⲥ is picked up by the final greeting (      ώ |[    , ll. 30-31). The second member of the formulation 

is carried forward through the double “we rejoice because”-formulation (ll. 9-10 and 16-17) which also echoes 

ll. 6-8 «so that (...) with joy because of your faith (and) your love...» (ϩⲱⲥ|ⲧⲉ ⲁ ⲛ [..... ⲛ ⲁ ⲛ ⲛⲟⲩⲣⲁⲧ ⲉ[
\
ⲧ

/
 ⲃⲉ ⲧⲉⲕ| 

ⲡⲓⲥⲧ ⲓⲥ ⲁⲩⲱ  ⲧⲉⲕ ⲁ ⲅⲁⲡⲏ . The citation 2 Tim 2.4 features the noun ϩⲃⲏⲟⲩ
\
ⲉ

/
 and picks up the same term from 

ll. 5-6, while the citation Rom 10: 11 resonates ⲡⲓⲥⲧⲓⲥ of l. 7 and ⲉⲛ|ⲡⲓⲥⲧ ⲉⲩⲉ of ll. 14-15.  
43

 On Shenoute’s successor Besa, see Behlmer (2009); on Dioscorus of Aphrodite, see the studies referenced in 

fn. 20. For the state of research as regards citation of the New Testament by early Christian authors, see 

Houghton (2011) 252-254. 
44

 This offers a complementary perspective to Pickering (1999).  
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